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Abstract. SeaDataNet is an EU funded project aiming to
create and operate a pan-European, marine data infrastruc-
ture for managing the large and diverse datasets (i.e. temper-
ature, salinity current, sea level, chemical, physical and bio-
logical properties) collected by the oceanographic fleets and
the new automatic observation systems. In order to make the
SeaDataNet system compliant with the INSPIRE Implement-
ing Rules for discovery service, an ISO 19139 encoding of
the SeaDataNet Common Data Index (CDI) metadata model
was defined. Moreover, the problem of heterogeneous data
sources has been addressed. In fact, a widely used system of
SeaDataNet partners and oceanographic-marine community
is THREDDS/OPeNDAP; this raises up the problem of fed-
erating into SeaDataNet framework THREDDS/OPeNDAP
systems as well. In this paper we describe an interoperability
framework to access resources (i.e. data and services) that are
available through CDI and THREDDS/OPeNDAP services.
The proposed solution implements a common catalog inter-
face to discover and access the two heterogeneous resources
in a common way. This catalog service is fully distributed
and implements international standards as far as geospatial
information discovery and query are concerned. The devel-
oped solution is called GI-cat and was experimented in the
framework of the SeaDataNet European project.

1 Introduction

SeaDataNet is an EU funded project aiming to create and op-
erate a pan-European, marine data management infrastruc-
ture, accessible online through a unique portal. The pri-
mary goal of SeaDataNet is to develop a system which pro-
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vides transparent access to marine data sets and data prod-
ucts from 36 countries in and around Europe. Hence, it must
develop a standardized distributed system for managing the
large and diverse datasets (i.e. temperature, salinity current,
sea level, chemical, physical and biological properties) col-
lected by the oceanographic fleets and the new automatic
observation systems. By use of standards for communica-
tion and new developments in information technology, the 40
in-situ and satellite marine data platforms of the partnership
provide metadata, data and products as a unique virtual data
centre1. The core of the SeaDataNet infrastructure is com-
posed of some discovery services (e.g. EDMED, EDMERP,
EDMO, CSR, EDIOS) and the Common Data Index (CDI)2,
a metadata model for geospatial resources encoded in a pro-
prietary XML schema.

The tradition of creating formal data centres to house and
distribute ocean data and products has long been shadowed
by the parallel existence of direct data downloads from re-
search groups (usually via HTML page-links and/or FTP
servers). Historically, at least half of the data available to
researchers has been provided outside the IODE/World Data
Center System facilities3 (Parker, 1992). During the last
decades efforts have been dedicated to create a new sys-
tem of Internet communication (e.g. the NASA Data Ac-
cess Protocol, 2007, OPeNDAP4, the UNIDATA THREDDS
– Thematic Realtime Environmental Distributed Data Ser-
vices; Domenico et al., 2002) that would allow users to ac-
cess distributed datasets directly, using a family of “middle-
ware services” that overlay datafile caches, allowing retrieval

1http://www.seadatanet.org/
2SeaDataNet, Common Data Index (CDI), available athttp:

//www.seadatanet.org/dataaccess/commondataindex cdi
3International Oceanographic Data Exchangehttp://www.iode.

org/.
4OPeNDAP organization: “Welcome to OPeNDAP”, available

at: www.opendap.org.
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of files in desired formats, no matter what the storage format
might be.

The middleware service adopted by SeaDataNet for dis-
covery and query makes use of web technologies to exchange
CDI documents. The CDI metadata model is based on ISO
19115, a standard model for geospatial resources (Organiza-
tion for Standardization, 2003). Since other data manage-
ment systems based on THREDDS/OPeNDAP are widely
used by the oceanographic-marine community and Sea-
DataNet partners, there is a clear need to build a “bridge” be-
tween the CDI realm and the THREDDS/OPeNDAP realm.
This would allow to discover and access data provided by
both CDI and THREDDS/OPeNDAP systems. This paper
presents and discusses a distributed catalog solution, based
on the GI-cat framework, addressing this issue.

Moreover, since the SeaDataNet project is developed in a
more general European context, it is also necessary to con-
sider the requirements of the EU INSPIRE Directive (2007)
which represents the European Legislation concerning Spa-
tial Data Infrastructures (SDIs) and entered in force on the
15 of May 2007.

The INSPIRE Implementing Rules (IRs)5 identify the
OGC CSW ISO Application Profile (AP)6 as the reference
standard for INSPIRE compliant catalog services. They
specifically describe how to use ISO 191397 schemas to en-
code INSPIRE compliant metadata in a CSW response.

This paper is structured as follows: in the next sections
brief descriptions of CDI, THREDDS/OPeNDAP and IN-
SPIRE Directive are provided; after a survey of the most
relevant standard discovery and access interfaces used for
geospatial information interoperability, GI-cat is presented
and discussed, detailing especially the mediation aspects -
that is, the solution adopted to achieve data models harmo-
nization and access protocols adaptation; finally, in the last
two sections of this work we describe the successful exper-
imentations done, the application client we developed for
demonstrating GI-cat and the conclusions.

1.1 INSPIRE

Directive 2007/2/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 14 March 2007 establishing an Infrastructure for
Spatial Information in the European Community (INSPIRE)
was published in the official Journal on the 25th April 2007.
This Directive defines the legal framework for setting up

5Drafting Team Metadata and European commission Joint Re-
search Centre, “INSPIRE Metadata Implementing Rules: Technical
Guidelines based on EN ISO 19115 and EN ISO 19119”, V.1.1

6Open Geospatial Consortium, Inc. OpenGIS® Catalogue Ser-
vices Specification 2.0.2 – ISO Metadata Application Profile, Ver.
1.0.0 OGC 07-045.

7Organization for Standardization, ISO/19139:200t(E): Geo-
graphic information – Metadata – XML schema implementation.
International Organization for Standardization, Geneva, Switzer-
land.

and operating a European Spatial Data Infrastructure (ESDI)
based on the infrastructures for spatial information (SDIs) of
the Member States of the European Union. To ensure inter-
operability, the Directive requires that common Implement-
ing Rules (IRs) and Technical Guidance (TG) are adopted
for:

– Metadata

– TG based on EN ISO 19115 and EN ISO 19119

– Data Specifications

– Network Services

– Discovery: TG for an INSPIRE Profile of CSW
ISO AP

– Data and Service Sharing

– Monitoring and Reporting

Providing an INSPIRE compliant interface for discovery is
thus a crucial requirement for SeaDataNet as well as describ-
ing available resources with ancillary information (Metadata)
which comply with ISO 19115 and 19119 standards and their
implementation ISO 19139.

1.2 CDI

The CDI provides an index (metadatabase) to individual data
sets. Furthermore, it paves the way to direct online data ac-
cess or direct online requests for data access or file down-
loads; in fact, the primary objective of CDI is to give users
a highly detailed insight in the availability and geographical
spreading of marine data across the different data centres and
institutes across Europe2. CDI was initiated in the EU Sea-
Search project (Sea-Serch, 2010).

Currently, it is being further developed and extended by
the SeaDataNet project. All the 36 countries participating
in SeaDataNet are going to utilize CDI for describing their
marine data2.

1.2.1 ISO profile for CDI

SeaDataNet started its work in 2006, basing its metadata
schema upon the ISO 19115 DTD, the available schema at
that time. Overtime this was replaced with the present CDI
v.1 XML schema, based on ISO 19115 abstract model with
specific community features and additional constraints.

In order to ensure the INSPIRE conformity, a possible so-
lution – as explained in the next sections- can be based on a
front end component publishing the available data, based on
CDI v.1, through a CSW AP ISO interface. This approach
requires to define an ISO profile for CDI and its ISO 19139
schema encoding.

In our work, the first step consisted in the precise defini-
tion of a CDI metadata profile of ISO19115, containing both
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INSPIRE and CDI driven constraints and extensions. This
included the check of all the metadata elements present in
CDI and their cardinality. A comparison was then made with
respect to ISO 19115, and possible extensions were individ-
uated. Once this community profile of ISO 19115 was estab-
lished, an encoding to ISO 19139 schemas was ready to be
defined.

The general approach chosen by the SeaDataNet commu-
nity was to introduce additional constraints to the ISO 19139
schema (e.g. to be checked using Schematron or other vali-
dation mechanisms), rather than to define the CDI profile as
an ISO 19139 Extension Package.

Several issues were faced during the definition process.
Among these: (a) dynamic lists and vocabularies used in the
CDI could not be easily accommodated in ISO 19139; (b)
time resolution information from CDI v.1 was difficult to ac-
commodate as well; (c) ambiguities both in the ISO 19139
specification and in the INSPIRE regulations (e.g. regarding
to the bounding polygon, the language and the role of the
responsible party) needed to be solved.

Another outcome of this process is the set up of con-
ventions regarding the protocol formats to be used for
a useful machine-to-machine data access. Where al-
ready registered, Uniform Resource Names (URNs) were
used to identify the proper protocols (e.g. the URN
“urn:ogc:serviceType:WebCoverageService:1.0:HTTP” for
the OGC WCS version 1.0 with HTTP binding); in other
cases, widely used identifiers were adopted as de-facto stan-
dards (e.g. the “HTTP” string for the W3C HTTP protocol).

SeaDataNet plans to adopt this new defined profile and its
implementation as a replacement of the current data model
implementation (CDI v.1).

1.3 THREDDS

THREDDS is a middleware to bridge the gap between data
providers and data users. The goal is to simplify the discov-
ery and use of scientific data and to allow scientific publi-
cations and educational materials to reference scientific data
(Domenico et al., 2002).

THREDDS initial focus was to allow data users to find
datasets that are pertinent to their specific education and re-
search needs, access the data, and use them without neces-
sarily downloading the entire file to their local system. To
achieve this, data providers must be able to publish lists of
what data are available and to describe their data enabling
discovery and use: THREDDS introduced the Data Inventory
Catalogs concept8. They are XML documents that describe
on-line datasets. These catalogs can contain arbitrary meta-
data; besides, a standard set of metadata to bridge to discov-

8UNIDATA, THREDDS Fact-sheet, available at:
http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/publications/factsheets/2007sheets/
threddsFactSheet-1.doc.

ery centers –like GCMD9, DLESE10 and NSDL11 – was de-
fined. The THREDDS/OPeNDAP catalog service augments
traditional MeteoOcean access services such as OPeNDAP
and netCDF (Eaton et al., 2003) access via HTTP. Moreover,
THREDDS/OPENDAP implements access services to bridge
the MeteoOcean and GIS communities, such the OGC Web
Coverage Service interfaces.

2 Distributed catalog services

According to the general definition, geospatial data cata-
logs are discovery and access systems that use metadata as
the target for query on geospatial information. Indexed and
searchable metadata provide a disciplined vocabulary against
which intelligent geospatial search can be performed within
or among communities (Nebert, 2004).

Due to the existence of many disciplinary application pro-
files, a cross-domain catalog service must be able to address
heterogeneity as well as distribution. This implies the im-
plementation of catalog components for query distribution
and virtual resources aggregation by applying mediation ap-
proaches. These catalogs may be referred to as distributed
catalogs; they must implement distributed discovery func-
tionalities in a fully heterogeneous environment. In fact,
we can assume that both data model and functional protocol
are heterogeneous requiring mediation approaches: metadata
profiles harmonization and protocol adaptation.

Indeed, the development of distributed catalog solutions
is a present challenge for cross-domain geospatial data in-
frastructures, such as those conceived in the framework
of well-known cyber/e-infrastructure initiatives, including:
INSPIRE (2007), US NSDI (2007), GMES (2004) and
GEOSS (2005).

Distributed catalog component may adopt a federated
architecture to connect data and service components dis-
tributing client queries. This approach brings some impor-
tant benefits, including: great flexibility and scalability, re-
sources representation consistency, usability (i.e. one-stop-
shop server) and performances -where caching and/or par-
allelism is enabled. Conversely, some issues must be ad-
dressed; they encompass: cyclic queries, data identity, and
heterogeneous resources mediation.

The interoperability solution we propose consists of utiliz-
ing a standard Distributed Catalog Service for: (a) federating
the THREDDS/OPeNDAP and CDI resources (i.e. services
and data); (b) mediating between them; (c) exposing them
through an international standard interface for geo-spatial in-
formation discovery and access (i.e. a standard catalog inter-

9NASA, Global Change Master Directory, available onhttp://
gcmd.nasa.gov, last accessed on 26/01/2010/.

10NCAR, Digital Library for Earth System Education avail-
able at http://www.dlese.org/library/index.jsp, last accessed on
26/01/2010.

11US National Science Foundation, National Science Digital Li-
brary, available athttp://nsdl.org/, last accessed on 26 January 2010.
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Figure 1: The adopted interoperability solution for CDI and THREDDS/OPENDAP. 2 
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Fig. 1. The adopted interoperability solution for CDI and THREDDS/OPENDAP.

Fig. 2. Extended interface functional model for distributed catalog service with mediation capabilities.

face). Figure 1 depicts a schema of the adopted interoper-
ability approach. In addition to the mediation capabilities for
CDI and THREDDS/OPeNDAP, this solution presents the
following assets: (a) it implements and publishes the OGC
CSW12 standard catalog interface for resources discovery;
(b) it is flexible allowing to federate and mediate other inter-
national standards and disciplinary interoperability specifica-
tions, such as: OGC access services (i.e. WMS, WCS), Bio-
diversity information systems protocols (i.e. the GBIF ser-
vices), etc. These benefits will be further discussed in the
final section of the paper.

12Open Geospatial Consortium, Inc. OpenGIS® Catalog Ser-
vices Specification, Ver. 2.0.2.OGC 07-006R1.

2.1 Standard specifications

OGC Catalogue Service specification12 defines a General
Catalogue Interface Model for geospatial information. This
specification provides a set of abstract service interfaces that
support the discovery, access, maintenance and organization
of catalogues of geospatial information and related resources.
The specified interfaces are intended to allow users or appli-
cation software to find information that exists in multiple dis-
tributed computing environments, including the World Wide
Web (WWW) environment, as in the OGC CSW specifica-
tion. OGC CSW functionalities include discovery as manda-
tory capability (i.e. Metadata Query & Presentation) and a
couple of optional capabilities: session (i.e. initialize, close,
status) and management (i.e. harvest, transaction).
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Figure 3 - GI-cat in SeaDataNet Framework 3 
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Fig. 3. GI-cat in SeaDataNet Framework.

In our opinion, the distribution aspects should be further
specified, becoming another optional capability. Besides, we
believe that distribution cannot be fully addressed, in an het-
erogeneous environment, without considering mediation ca-
pabilities. In fact, catalog services heterogeneity (e.g. the
CSW application profiles multiplicity and the disciplinary
special arrangements for resources discovery and inventory)
often hinders effective distribution and discovery. Finally,
there is the need to consider a resource access functional-
ity which substantially differentiates from the “order and
charge” request interface, which is provided by the present
Brokered Access functionality of OGC Catalogue Service
specification.

Therefore, we proposed an extended functional model for
implementing distribution and mediation capabilities of cat-
alog services. The abstract model is shown in Fig. 2.

The functional modules of the proposed model are:

– SessionInteractive session management (e.g. close, ini-
tialize a session, return feedback).

– DiscoveryQuerying/browsing of metadata, supporting
asynchronous interactions.

– Distribution Configuration of a custom service chain to
be used in subsequent queries.

– PublicationMetadata publication.

– AccessResource data access and preview.

3 GI-cat mediation framework

Based on the above extended model, we developed a dis-
tributed catalog solution, called GI-cat. GI-cat supports
caching and mediation capabilities and can act as a broker

towards disparate resources, transforming multiple query re-
sults to a uniform and consistent interface. In fact, GI-
cat implements a framework to federate standard and well-
accepted catalog, inventory and access components. As
far as interoperability standards are concerned, GI-cat sup-
ports the OGC CSW, WCS, WFS and WMS specifications.
As to community arrangements for interoperability, GI-cat
is able to federate: UNIDATA THREDDS Data Servers
(TDS)/OPeNDAP, CDI resources, and GBIF (Global Biodi-
versity Information Facility) catalog and access components.
GI-cat exposes several standard discovery interfaces, includ-
ing: (a) the OGC CSW/ISO interface6, recommended by the
European Directive INSPIRE; (b) the OGC CSW/ebRIM-
EO13 interface, recommended by the GMES/ESA-HMA ini-
tiative14; (c) the OGC CSW Core12, recommended by the
GEO/GEOSS (2005): (d) OGC CSW/ebRIM-CIM15; (e)
OpenSearch16; (f) GENESI DR17.

13Open Geospatial Consortium Inc, Ogc™ catalogue services
specification 2.0 extension package for ebrim application profile:
Earth observation products, Ver. 0.2.4 OGC, 2009.

14European Space Agency, Heterogeneous mission accessibil-
ity – context, available athttp://earth.esa.int/hma/context.html, ac-
cessed on 15 January 2010, 2007.

15Open Geospatial Consortium, Inc. OGC™Cataloguing of ISO
Metadata (CIM) Using the ebRIM profile of CS-W, Ver. 0.1.8 OGC
07-038r1.

16OpenSearch, available athttp://www.opensearch.org, accessed
on 20/10/2010.

17GENESI-DR – Ground European Network for Earth Sci-
ence Interoperations – Digital Repositories available athttp://www.
genesi-dr.eu/, accessed on 20/10/2010.
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Fig. 4. Simplified GI-cat data model.

Fig. 5. Simplified CDI Data Model for a dataset element.

GI-cat supports distributed queries over a hierarchical data
model, allowing incremental collection of queries results. A
simplified schema of GI-cat data model is depicted in Fig. 4.
A catalogelement is modeled as an access service sub-type;
in fact, access services provide access to resources (i.e.GIRe-
sources) which can be: datasets, dataset collections, and ser-
vices (i.e.Datasets, DatasetCollections, and GIServices).
GIResourceelements are described by one or moreISOMeta-
dataelement.

Our catalog solution implements translucent and opaque
service chaining, supporting asynchronous queries distribu-
tion and incremental presentation of results. Opaque service
chaining occurs anonymously behind one service interface
without any implication for the functionality of that inter-
face; while, translucent service chaining is invoked to chain
to another service behind it –in this case, the service interface
must support the chain invocation.

Adv. Geosci., 28, 17–27, 2010 www.adv-geosci.net/28/17/2010/
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Fig. 6. THREDDS data model.

GI-cat is based on a service-oriented framework of mod-
ular components which implement the different capabilities
characterizing the extended catalog model previously de-
scribed. GI-cat can be customized and tailored to support
different deployment scenarios. Figure 3 depicts how GI-cat
is used, in the framework of the SeaDataNet project, in order
to federate THREDDS/OPeNDAP and CDI resources, me-
diating and exposing them through the INSPIRE compliant
interface OGC CSW/ISO6 (as well as the other supported in-
terfaces).

3.1 Accessors

In the GI-cat framework, the geospatial resources hetero-
geneity is faced by applying a mediation approach. Spe-
cific components implement mediation services for inter-
facing heterogeneous resource providers; such components
are calledAccessorsand all realize the general functional
interface described in the Catalog extended model. Ac-
cessors solve providers data models multiplicity by map-
ping them onto a more general data model: the ISO 19115
Core profile (Organization for Standardization, 2003); that
is the GI-cat data model. The accessors also implement
query protocols mediation by translating query requests ex-
pressed according to the interface protocols exposed by GI-
cat (i.e. CSW) into the multiple query dialects spoken by the
resource providers. Therefore, in the SeaDataNet context,

the CDI and THREDDS/OPeNDAP accessors play a key role
for the interoperability implementation.

The described interoperability approach results quite gen-
eral and flexible. In fact, it enables to implement the interop-
erability not only between CDI and THREDDS/OPeNDAP,
but with any other supported protocol as well.

3.1.1 CDI Accessor

Figure 5 shows a UML class diagram representing a simpli-
fied version of the CDI data model. This is not a hierarchi-
cal data model. Actually, the data model only deals with low
level granularity not defining high level granularity elements,
such as “catalog” or dataset “aggregations”. Hence, a CDI
document (i.e. an XML file) describes only one dataset for-
malizing its content and access metadata. To carry out CDI
data model interoperability with GI-cat, the correct solution
would be to map a CDI resource element (i.e. a CDI dataset)
onto a GI-cat “catalog” element. Clearly, this approach en-
tails some important scalability and management issues.

We experimented a CDI data model extension introducing
a dataset aggregation level. Thus, data provider can generate
and publish an aggregation document (encoded as an XML
file) which aggregates existing CDI documents -CDI XML
files. For the aggregation, the CDI datasets are referenced
by pointing the XML file they are encoded by. This is an
example of CDI datasets aggregation document.

www.adv-geosci.net/28/17/2010/ Adv. Geosci., 28, 17–27, 2010
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Fig. 7. THREDDS/OPENDAP Catalog tree strategy for improving
query performance.

Table 1. CDI elements mapping onto GI-cat ones.

CDI element GI-cat element

CDI document Catalog containing
one dataset

CDI document Catalog containing
(with datasets aggregation) one or more datasets
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<cdiGroup> 

<cdiUrl title="rad1B0BB"> 

http://moon.santateresa.enea.it/SDN_CDI/rad1B0BB.xml 

</cdiUrl> 

<cdiUrl title="rad4EF28"> 

http://moon.santateresa.enea.it/SDN_CDI/rad4EF28.xml 

</cdiUrl> 

<cdiUrl title="rad8E3EC"> 

http://moon.santateresa.enea.it/SDN_CDI/rad8E3EC.xml 

</cdiUrl> 

</cdiGroup> 

 

 
In this way there exists only one catalog for all the re-

sources published by the aggregation document. GI-cat sup-
ports the CDI dataset aggregation extension. Table 1 de-
scribes the two mapping possibilities.

When a remote resource publishes a query interface, the
Accessor component translates the query request received by
GI-cat and passes it to the resource component. Of course,
this is not the case of CDI resources. To perform queries
over CDI resources, GI-cat harvests the CDI resource (i.e. re-
trieves and parses the CDI XML document), maps the con-
tent onto the GI-cat data model, and caches it for subsequent
queries.

3.1.2 THREDDS/OPeNDAP Accessor

A simplified schema of the THREDDS/OPeNDAP data
model is shown in Fig. 6. TDS implements a catalog ser-
vice; hence, its data model is hierarchical defining acatalog
element that may contain zero or moredataset– in turn, a
datasetmay contain zero or more sub-dataset. Besides, there

Table 2. THREDDS elements mapping onto GI-cat ones.

THREDDS element GI-cat element

Catalog Catalog

CatalogRef DatasetCollection

Dataset (aggregated) DatasetCollection

Dataset (simple) Dataset

is acatalogrefelement that allows a catalog to refer to other
remote catalogs.

It is noteworthy that THREDDS/OPeNDAP data model
supports metadata inheritance. Therefore, when an aggre-
gateddataset(or a catalogref) has some inheritable meta-
data, they propagate to the nested (or referred) datasets as
well. In this way it is possible to factor out common metadata
avoiding to duplicate the same information and encouraging
to publish datasets characterized by high level granularity.
This feature, along with the use ofcatalogref element, al-
lows to query large catalogs in an efficient way.

THREDDS/OPeNDAP data model mapping on the GI-cat
model is quite straightforward (see Table 2).

THREDDS/OPeNDAP publishes “inventory catalogs”
(i.e. XML documents) over the Web. Catalogs can refer-
ence other catalogs and can also provide links for accessing
datasets. THREDDS/OPeNDAP services include the Dataset
Query Capabilities (DQC) which allows users to request a
subset of a dataset collection. However, we preferred to
harvest THREDDS/OPeNDAP inventory catalogs, following
the approach already described for CDI documents. Differ-
ently from the CDI accessor, the THREDDS/OPeNDAP ac-
cessor must deal with nested structures which make use of
the CatalogRefelement. The accessor implements an in-
cremental approach to avoid unnecessary network overhead
and improve performances. Once a THREDDS/OPeNDAP
catalog content is requested, referenced catalogs are not
accessed until the content of those dataset collections is ex-
plicitly requested.

Since THREDDS data model is hierarchical, a
THREDDS/OPeNDAP catalog can be represented as a
tree where each internal node is either a dataset collection or
a referenced catalog, and each leaf is a dataset. Each node,
and leaf, has its own metadata (which may be inheritable)
plus inherited metadata. A query is performed visiting the
tree with a “depth first” strategy, reading the metadata of
each node and checking if the query clause is satisfied.
When a leaf is reached and its metadata satisfy the query
constraints too, the leaf (i.e. dataset) is added to the query
response.

The presence of inheritable metadata allows to discard a
node along with its children if the node metadata do not sat-
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Fig. 8. CF-netCDF Data Model for XBT datasets.

isfy the query clause. This avoids network overhead when
the node to be discarded is aCatalogRefelement. This strat-
egy results also efficient in order to deal with very large cat-
alogs; in fact, it allows to discard many branches skipping to
read their metadata.

3.1.3 Improving query performance with
THREDDS/OPENDAP

Query performances depend on the matching pattern existing
between the THREDDS hierarchical structure and the clause
types characterizing most common queries – i.e. users com-
mon query strategy.

Considering most of queries have a space-time clause,
datasets should be structured according to their spatial and
temporal extension, respectively. To optimize query perfor-
mances with respect to spatial domain, a possible strategy
consists of dividing Earth spatial domain in finite areas. A
valuable example in point are the MARSDEN zones (Sweers,
1970) or WMO zones. Following this solution, each node at
the first level of the THREDDS/OPeNDAP catalog tree con-

tains datasets belonging to the same MARSDEN area. Thus,
three nodes at the first hierarchical level are characterized by
spatial information as inheritable metadata; while second-
level nodes inherit spatial metadata and have temporal in-
terval metadata as inheritable one. Figure 7 shows the tree
structure strategy stemming from this approach. Datasets are
first divided by space (i.e. MARSDEN areas), then by year,
subsequently by month, and so on in accordance with the
level of temporal granularity required by user queries.

3.2 Access protocol adaptation

Neither THREDDS nor CDI define any special access pro-
tocol; they both use standard protocols – e.g. WMS, WCS,
OPeNDAP and HTTP download. When GI-cat receives a
request to download a specific resource discovered through
a CDI or THREDDS catalog document, it performs the fol-
lowing actions:

a) retrieves the available access service(s) as specified in
the resource metadata; b) in case of more than one available
service, it selects the most flexible service – e.g. allowing
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domain and co-domain sub-settings c) instantiates a corre-
spondent accessor component –i.e. a service client; c) del-
egates the accessor to formulate the appropriate access re-
quest, including sub-setting parameters, according to the re-
ceived download clause, if this is supported by the resource
download server.

4 Experimentation

Some tests were performed using XBT (Expendable
Bathythermograph) data encoded in netCDF (network Com-
mon Data Form) format18 following the CF1 conventions
(Eaton et al., 2003). The utilized CF-netCDF data model is
shown in Fig. 8. The CDI documents describing the XBT
resources are available at:http://moon.santateresa.enea.it/
SDN CDI/

For testing the proposed CDI catalog extension support-
ing files aggregation, we worked out an aggregated cata-
log document, available at:http://zeus.pin.unifi.it/projects/
cdi registry/registry.xml

The same XBT resources encoded in CF-netCDF
were also utilized to test the interoperability of
THREDDS/OPENDAP inventory catalogs. The
THREDDS/OPENDAP catalog server was configured

18http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf/docs/

for improving query performances applying spatial and tem-
poral domain clauses –using the MARSDEN convention for
dividing Earth in indexed areas. This catalog is available at:
http://apollo.pin.unifi.it:8080/thredds/XBTdemocatalog.xml

The set up system for interoperability testing is composed
of GI-cat catalog (http://zeus.pin.unifi.it/gi-cat) deployed in
front of a CDI and a THREDDS/OPENDAP catalog server.
Besides, standard OGC Web access services were federated
in order to extend the interoperability tests. To demonstrate
test results, a graphical client application for GI-cat was uti-
lized: the GI-go geo-browser. This is a CSW client being to
interact with the corresponding interface published by GI-
cat. GI-go can be downloaded at:http://zeus.pin.unifi.it/
gi-go.

Figure 9 depicts the developed system used for the inter-
operability experimentations.

Tests were performed querying CDI and
THREDDS/OPENDAP catalogs with combinations of
spatial, temporal and keywords clauses.

5 Conclusions

In the work presented in this paper we addressed some in-
teroperability issues concerning SeaDataNet project. To
achieve compliance of the SeaDataNet discovery service
with INSPIRE IRs an ISO 19139 encoding for CDI was
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defined. Specific constraints were introduced in the ISO
19139 schema to accommodate an ISO profile of the CDI
metadata model.

Moreover, to make CDI and THREDDS/OPeNDAP cata-
log components interoperable we propose a solution based on
a distributed catalog service implementing mediation func-
tionalities, namely GI-cat. The carried out interoperabil-
ity tests were successful, demonstrating the effectiveness of
discovering and accessing CDI and THREDDS/OPeNDAP
resources through a common and standard catalog inter-
face. In fact, GI-cat publishes a standard CSW inter-
face. Besides, this solution allows, with few additional ef-
forts, to implement interoperability also with other com-
ponents, which implement international standards, such as
OGC access services. In fact, the GI-cat framework archi-
tecture permits a great flexibility for implementing interop-
erability with well-described catalog, inventory and access
services. Extensibility and flexibility are important features
which brought us to prefer this approach rather than a cus-
tomized one.

Flexibility was pursued by introducing the accessor com-
ponent which should deal with all the interoperability issues
regarding a specific service –either standard or implementing
a community specification. Scalability is achieved by queries
supporting asynchronous and incremental responses.

As expected, the experimentation pointed out that data
models characterizing remote services influence GI-cat
query and access performances. The valuable case of
THREDDS/OPeNDAP catalog model was presented and a
possible approach for SeaDataNet was discussed. The case
of CDI data should be further investigated in order to im-
prove GI-cat query responses time.

A dataset aggregation element was proposed in order to
extend the present CDI data model and improve query and
access performances. This extension is very simple and
might be refined. A valuable example in point concerns
the definition of a specific hierarchy for the dataset aggre-
gation; this would improve performances, as demonstrated
for THREDDS/OPENDAP.

The test was also extended to include access to CF-
NetCDF files. In order to perform this test a data model was
implemented, as shown in Fig. 8. The implementation of
a common data model could improve data aggregation and
interoperability. This work describes a CF-netCDF based
data model utilized for describing and encoding XBT acqui-
sitions. This model is under revision to extend and refine it
in collaboration with the international Community – e.g. a
collaboration liaison is under definition with UNIDATA on
this subject.
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